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We place Tonya into evidence, first wearing a breezy nightshirt (here) and then a see-through bodysuit (overleaf). No more proof of her appeal is necessary.
Poet A.E. Housman mused that the world may end in fire or ice. Suzi Simpson discards her bra and panties to revel on hot satin sheets. But hedging her bets, she concedes that ice is also nice and will suffice (overleaf).
Ancient Rome never saw the likes of a Karen Boyle in bolero, bikini, bra and boots. But the ancient scholars were never at a loss for words. Would Catullus have suggested his desire for a kiss, "Da nobi balsam, Karen!"?
With every gesture, Halina Basinski implies there's more to her than meets the eye.
We spotted Kristin Herold putting on a happy face as part of a morning ritual that also includes wriggling out of her flower-print nightie (overleaf).
Like Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty who rose from the sea on a shell, Victoria Arnaud has the charms to muddle the wits of even the wisest of men.
Lisa Boyle acts out her frontier fantasy in a fringed leather vest. The old explorers and trappers could never have imagined discovering such a treasure.
Pretty-as-a-picture Sheila tries her hand as an artist's model. It's evident she's not an ordinary still life.